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Bed state, ripple migration and bedform transport of fine sand (D,o = 0.23 mm ) were recorded with time-lapse
photography for 12 days in 22 m of water on Sable Island Bank. the Scotian Shelf. Canada. Near-bed wave and steady
flows were recorded and correlated with observed bed state and ripple migration. A well-defined threshold for the
traction of fine sand under largely orthogonal combined flows is apparent in our data. Tt is defined by the expression
(-),t,' = [H,,' + 0),.'] = 0.04. The value is 20% less than the threshold criterion defined by GRANT and MADSEN (1979)
for wave-dominant flows and extends it to the current dominant flow conditions when flows are orthogonal to each
other. In addition, a threshold for saltationfsuspension under combined flows is defined by the expression (-),b' = [0),,'
+ 1.5(-)..l = 0.17. This threshold marks the onset of saltation and grain bypassing of ripple lee faces and approximates
closely the breakoff Shields parameter «-)t" , = 0.16) of GRANT and MADSEN (19821. Bedform transport measurements
are applicable only below this point; termed the equilibrium range by GRANT and MADSEN (1982). The sediment
transport model SEDTRANS matched thc duration and magnitude of sand transport over a wide range of conditions
of combined flow. This was achieved by using the method of GRANT and MADSEN (1979), but minimizing the friction
factor (f,.,,') to 0.006. This value equals the pure unidirectional flow drag coefficient of SOULSBY (1983).
ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS:

Sand transfer, ripple migration, combined flows threshold.

INTRODUCTION
Literature reviews by GRASS (19811, BEIBOER (1984),
SLEATH (1984), HODGINS et al . (1986), DYER (1986) and SROKOSZ (1987), and measurements by INMAN and BOWEN
(19631, THORN (1979), WILLIS (1979), VINCENT et al. (1981,
1983), NEIDORODA et al. (1982), SOULSBY et al, (1983), PATTIARATCHI and COLLINS (1984), MOODY et al. (1987), Yoo
and O'CONNER (1987), SOlJTHGATE (1987), SOULSRY (1997)
and others, suggest that sand transport by steady flows is
enhanced significantly by wave motion. This enhancement is
manifested by a decrease in the apparent unidirectional
threshold for grain motion (BAGNOLD, 1963; HAMMOND and
COLLINS, 1976; AMOS et al., 1988; ARNOTT and SOUTHARD,
1990), and increases in bed shear stress (GROSS et al., 1994).
In order to determine combined-flow sediment transport it is
first important to define suitable threshold criteria for each
transport phase. Presently, explicit solutions are available for
the threshold of bedload transport. By contrast, thresholds
for saltation/suspension and sheet flow under oscillatory, unidirectional flows, or combined flows arc contradictory, as are
measurements of sediment transport rates under combined
97051 received 21 July 1997: accepted in revision 18 October 1997.
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flows (LAVELLE et al., 1978; HEATHERSHAW, 1981; PATTIARATCHI and COLLINS, 1984; WIBEHG et al., 1994; CACCHlONE
et al., 1994).
Attempts have been made to measure sediment transport
in regions subject to waves and currents, and to compare the
measurements to predictions (LAVELLE et al., 1978; HEATHERSHAW, 1981; LEES, 1983; PATTIARATCHI and COLLINS,
1984). These have been discussed by DYER (1986), BOWEN
(1986) and HUNTLEY (1986), and summarized by HODGINS et
al. (1986) who stated: "The central problem in applying any
of the existing [sediment transport] models in Canadian waters is the lack of reliable hydrodynamic input data and in
situ sediment transport measurements. The primary requirement is for a field experiment to measure boundary layer
hydrodynamics, sedimentary environment and sediment motion." The objectives of this study, therefore, were to collect
a field data set suitable to the examination of the threshold
for different sediment transport regimes in fine sand (median
diameter D 50 = 0.23 mm), and to .evaluate the use of current
ripple migration as an index of bedload transport under combined flows.
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THE MODEL
A computer model (SEDTRANS) was developed to calculate
sediment transport under unidirectional and combined flows.
The details of the model structure, coding and operation are
given in Martec Ltd. 0982, 1983), DAVIDSON (1984), DAVIDSON AND AMOS (1985), Martec Ltd. (1986, 1987), AMos AND
JUDGE (1991), LI AND AMOS (1995), and LI At'lD AMos (1997).
SEDTRANS reproduced test results reported in GRANT AND
GLENN, (983) to within ± 3%. It comprises five subroutines
which are reviewed below.
(1) Maximum near-bed wave orbital velocity (U b ) and maximum orbital diameter (do) are computed using standard linear wave theory:
U, = 'lTH/(T sinhi kd)
and

(l)

do = H/sinh(kd).

(3)

H, = 0.142L tanh(kd)

where H, is the breaker height, L is the wavelength, and k
is the wave number determined iteratively from the linear
wave theory dispersion equation:
w2 = gk tanh(kd)

(4)

and w is the wave angular frequency (2'lT/T).
(2) The bottom friction factors (C fw, (w) and bed shear
stresses (Tb, T w) are computed. Under steady flows, a constant
friction factor (fe> = 6.0 X 10- 3 (f;2 = Cd' the total drag coefficient) is used following STERNBERG (1972), DYER (1980)
and SOULSBY (1983, which was derived from field measurements over a flat sandy bed). Bed stress is derived from the
quadratic stress law:
X

(5)

10 3/2pU,IU,I

where U, is the mean flow measured 1 m above the bed, and
where' denotes the skin friction component. The friction factor (skin friction component) for pure wave motion (fw') is
calculated using NIELSEN'S (1979) modification of the J ONSSON (966) method:
f,v'

=

C =

exp[5.213(Kb'I A b) O l 94

-

5.977]

for Ab/K b' > 1.7

(6)

for Ab/K b' < 1.7. (7)

0.28

Ab is the maximum wave orbital amplitude (dj2 = U bT/2'lT),
and K,' = D so (the grain roughness height). The velocity profile outside the wave boundary layer, as well as the total bed
shear stress is determined using ~, the physical roughness
height, which is set to a value of 0.02 m based on VAN RrJN'S
(982) relationship:
~

= 1.11')[J - expt -

To' = pfew' (V 2/U)IUbI2

2'lT1')/A)]

(8)

(9)

and the maximum, combined wave/steady current bed shear
stress is:
T

(2)

Input parameters are significant wave height (H), water
depth (d), and wave period (T). Linear wave theory is most
applicable for small amplitude waves (HIL < 1/20). Conditions during the RALPH deployment were within this ratio
(1/100 < HlL < 1150, where L is the wave period). GRACE
(976) showed that linear wave theory is invalid under breaking waves, so the onset of this condition is evaluated with
Mrcne's (994) equation before proceeding:

To' = 6.0

where 1') is ripple height, and A is ripple wavelength. A constant value was used as we had no direct measures of ripple
height or steepness to warrant a more complicated form of
~. The instantaneous velocity vector (Utt) = U, cos wt) is
used with the quadratic stress law to derive bed stress (Tw' ).
Under combined flow conditions, an iterative procedure is
necessary to stimulate the more complex form of friction factor (few'). The partitioned components of the wave and steady
current bed stresses are derived with the method of GRANT
and MADSEN (979). That is, the wave-enhanced mean bed
shear stress (To') is:

ew' = p(w'(CX/2)IUhI2

(0)

V 2 and ex are factors that account for the relative magnitudes

of the steady and oscillatory currents at the top of the wave
boundary layer, and the angle between them averaged over
a wave cycle.
T ew' is checked against the equivalent bed shear stress determined using a steady flow drag coefficient. If the Grant
and Madsen method predicts values of stress lower than the
steady flow case, then the friction factor, few', is adjusted to
equate both stress values. This is based on the assumption
that the bed shear stress for a constant steady flow cannot
decrease by the superposition of waves (GRANT and MADSEN,
1978).
(3) The threshold stresses for initiation of bedload transport and suspension are calculated. For steady flows, the bedload threshold velocity (U eb) is derived from MILLER et al.
(1977), and the saltation/suspension threshold velocity (U) is
derived from BAGNOLD (966). Under wave dominant conditions, the traction and sheet flow thresholds are derived from
KOMAR and MILLER (1975) and the saltation/suspension
threshold follows NIELSEN (1986). The critical combined flow
Shields parameter (<">ew') for bedload transport is defined as:
eew' =

Tew'/(~pgD50)

= 0.04

(1)

where ~pg is the buoyant weight of sediment (p, - Pr)g. The
threshold for pure unidirectional flows evaluated 1 m above
the seabed (U,) is 0.22 mlsec, and for pure oscillatory flow
(U eb) is about 0.17 mlsec.
These values correspond well to the threshold values reported by KOMAR (1976), KOMAR and MILLER (1975) and
WHEATCROFT (994). Equation 11 is valid under conditions
of mixed flow over fine sand when the Reynolds number
(Re , = U*DsdV, where u is the fluid kinematic viscosity and
U* is the friction velocity) is greater than 10. The BAGNOLD
(1966) saltation/suspension threshold Shields parameter
(<">e/) is used for all conditions of flow as it is dependent only
on fluid density (Pr) and particle settling rate (W,l:
ee/ =

0.64pIW,2/(~pgD5o)

= 0.12

(12)

W, is equated with the upward instantaneous velocity component of flow which is approximately equal to 0.8 times the
friction velocity (vu p ' = 0.8U*); it is calculated using GIBBS
et al. (971). Assuming spherical grains 0.23 mm in diameter,
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a water temperature of 10°C, and a sediment density of 2,650
kg/m", W, = 0.026 mlsec. It is important to note that the
threshold for motion of poorly sorted sediments is different
from that of well-sorted ones (SAMAGA et al., 1986). Sediments in this study were well sorted «(I" < 1.0).
(4) The timing of each transport mode over a wave cycle is
particularly important for conditions of combined flow, and
provides the limits of integration for estimating sediment
transport over a wave cycle. For oscillatory flow it involves
the solution of the following equations:

or

IVbcos wtl

=

V eb

for bedload,

(3)

IVbcos wtl

=

Vc<

for suspended load.

(4)

V eh and V" (the threshold velocities defined 1 m above the
bed) were derived from equations 11 and 12 respectively after
solving for the appropriate skin friction factors using equations 6 or 7. The combined wave and current case is more
complex. In this case, V eb and V" are based on a skin friction
factor that is modified according to GRANT and MADSEN
(ibid). To determine the duration of sediment transport, the
magnitude of the instantaneous (total) velocity vector is
equated to the respective critical velocities in the following
quadratic equations:
cos wt

=

-IVbl '[IValcos 'Pb ::':: (V cb 2

IVaI2sin2'Pb)1I2]

(15)

cos wt

=

-\Vbl-I[IValcos 'Pb ::':: (Ves" - IVaI2sin2'Pb)'l2]

(6)

-

where U, is the steady current velocity at the top of the wave
boundary layer used in the bottom stress calculations, and 'Pb
is the angle between the wave and current directions inside
the wave boundary layer. No phase lag is assumed between
onset of stress and sediment response. Earlier, GRANT and
MADSEN (1982) showed that grain response is 000- 1 ) sec.
The last set of terms in equations 15 and 16 are added for 0
< t < ". (wave crest), and subtracted for". < t < 2". (wave
trough).
(5) The wave-averaged net sediment transport (Qs) is determined in the presence of a mean current. Instantaneous
dry weight sediment discharge was computed using the (EINSTEIN)-BROWN (950) bedload equation as used by MADSEN
and GRANT (1976):
Q,

=

40!,W sD solhew
'Ii«(ps - Pr)gD5 0 )}J kg/mlsec

3

The effect of sediment transport on the friction factor is not
considered. Under conditions of sheet flow, this effect could
increase fcw ' to OnO- 1 ) or greater (CACCHIONE et al, 1987;
WIBERG and NELSON, 1992). Because we are dealing mainly
with bedload transport this omission is assumed to be reasonable.

Site Description
The data used in this study was collected in 22 m of water,
on the crest of a sand ridge located southeast of Sable Island
on Sable Island Bank (Lat. 44-02-06N; Long. 59-33-44W; Figure 1). The site was near the Venture hydrocarbon discovery
sites, for which the geology, oceanography, climatology and
biology are known (Mobil Oil Canada Ltd., 1983). The seabed,
at the time of data collection, was composed of well-sorted,
fine quartzose sand (Dso = 0.23 mm) molded into wave- and
current-formed ripples (Awros et aZ., 1988a). The site is subject to the influences of tidal currents which peak at 0.35 mI
sec, storm-driven currents which peak at 0.76 mlsec, and
waves which have a 50-year peak period of 12 seconds and a
50-year characteristic wave height of 14 m. Consequently, the
site experiences a wide range of steady and oscillatory, nearbed flows.

Methodology
Instrument Package
The data for this study were collected by a microprocessorcontrolled, free standing instrument package-RALPHdescribed by HEFFLER (984). The package consisted of a Sea
Tech Inc. transmissometer mounted 1.5 m above the bed, a
Marsh-McBirney electromagnetic current meter (model 512
OEM) mounted 1.0 m above the bed that recorded two
orthogonal components of flow, an upward-looking sonar and
pressure transducer mounted 2.0 m above the bed, and a
downward-looking Minolta XL401, super-8 camera and
synchronised 50 J flash. The nodal line of the camera was set
20° from nadir, to produce a field of view approximately 1.0
X 1.5 m. The sensitivity, accuracy and limits of detection of
the sensors are given in HEFFLER (984).

(17)

where y is the sand bulk density 0,800 kg/me, after TERZAGHI and PECK, 1967). Wave-averaged sediment discharge is
determined by integrating Qs between the thresholds of sediment transport over a wave cycle, and then dividing by the
wave period (T). The equation is based on flume experiments
on well-sorted sediment ranging in size from 0.3 to 29 mm,
and so is untested for the grain size of this study. It was
calibrated against the data of GILBERT (914) who measured
bedload as all transported material (so it includes saltation).
The method is valid only for Shields parameters in excess of
0.09 which is slightly above the traction threshold. It produced good results for GRANT and MADSEN (979) when the
skin friction component only was used in the computation of
bed stress. Nevertheless, the calibration data set used by
MADSEN and GRANT (ibid) was for purely oscillatory conditions, not combined flows.

Sampling Strategy
The sampling strategy, data quality and data transformations of the RALPH deployment are described in detail by
A'VIOS et al. (1988a). The instrument burst-sampled all channels for 512 seconds at 1 Hz each 2 hours. Every noon, the
full burst-sampled time-series was stored; at all other times,
the mean values and mean deviations only were stored. Two
successive, time-lapse photographs of the seabed were taken
each 30 minutes; the first under conditions of ambient light,
and the second with a flash. At noon each day, a series of 50
photographs were taken at intervals of 8 seconds (corresponding with the burst-sampling of the instrument). The current
meter and transmissometer performed well throughout the
deployment. The pressure sensor, on the other hand, failed 6
days into the experiment, however, the upward-looking sonar
showed significant interference from air bubbles in the water
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Figure 1. A location diagram of th e experime nt site on Sable Island Bank, Scotian Sh elf , Canada.

column. Consequently, smoothing of the data was necessary
in order to derive surface wave heights.

Burst-Samp led Time-Series
Burst-sampled time-series were transformed based on
specifications given by HEFFLER (1984). Mean surface wave
period (T) was determined from a zero-crossing analysis from
the noon-time burst data from the upward-looking sonar.
Wave direction (DIRw ) was determined from the amplitude of
the two measured oscillating flow components
and U)
following the removal of the time-averaged mean current :
Ux(t) = (Ux(t) - UJU/t) = (U/t) - U/t)); and DIR w = tan - 1
(Ux(t)/O/t)). A review of the burst-sampled results for this
deployment is given in AMos et al . (1987, 1988 ).

.o.

Mean Values
LONGUET-HIGGINS (1952) demonstrated that for random
surface waves a correlation exists between significant wave
height (H s), the rms wave amplitude (arms) and the mean deviation of this amplitude (a md) . Transformation of a md to H s
is, therefore, possible. GUZA and THORNTON (1980) confirmed
the relationship: H, = 4a rms' So, assuming Gaussian processes:

and

as = 1.25a md (SPIEGEL, 1961 ),

(18)

H, = 5.0a md.

(19)

This thoretical relationship, though valid for a narrow wave
spectrum only, was used to derive H s from the bi-hourly measures of a md. Bi-hourly wave period was derived by linear interpolation between burst-sampled data sets. The direction of
wave propagation is known only for the burst series. It was
assumed to be constant for each 24-hour interval between
bursts due to small changes in measured wave direction from
burst to burst. Wave direction varied between 270 and 305°
only. Errors in direction brought about by the linear extrapolation are therefore less than 15°.

Bedform Transport and Bedform Migration Rates
The migration rates of small-scale ripples are used to estimate sediment transport rate and direction under waves
and currents. Bedform transport rate is derived directly from
current ripple migration (d.) per unit time (t) and the direction of bedform transport is assumed to be normal to the local
ripple crestline orientation.
The classification of ripple types is based on methods described by AMo s et al. (1988a). Current ripples were present
at the bed even under conditions of high wave activity. The
migration rate of current ripples was determined by mapping
three crestline positions at near-real scale from frame-toframe in the time-lapse photography. Migration rates in excess of 1 mm/sec could result in aliasing of our data. This did
not happen as migration rates varied systematically about
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zero (in response to tidal flow) with maxima less than 0.19
mm/sec.
BAGNOLD (1941) and later YANG (1986) argued that largescale bedforms (sand waves and dunes) and possibly ripples,
migrate in proportion to the total load of sand transported,
not just the bedload. To avoid possible ambiguities, the term
bedform transport rate is used hereafter as the index of sediment motion. Under conditions where sediment is not intermittently suspended or does not by-pass ripples, the rates of
bedform transport and bedload transport are by definition
equal. The impact of these assumptions is discussed fully by
HUNTLEY et al. (1991). The transformation of ripple migration rate to bedform transport rate has generally been derived in two ways which differ by a factor of two. ALLEN
(1970), RUBIN and MCCULLOCH (1980), LANGHORNE (1981,
1982) and VAN DEN BERG (1987) propose the relationship:
(20)
where Tj is ripple height and Ph is sediment bulk density. That
is, the transported volume is equivalent to the ripple volume
(per unit width) when d, = 11., the ripple wavelength. BAGNOLD (1941) and later KACHEL and STERNBERG (1971) and
YANG (1986) propose the relationship:
(21)
They argue that sand transport is equivalent to the trapezoid
defined by the prograding ripple face through time (Tjd,l.
BAGNOLD'S (1941) sand transport term is defined at the ripple brink point only, and varies linearly in proportion to elevation with respect to the brink point (p. 204). Mean transport, over the bedform as a whole is thus proportional to
mean bedform height, which (assuming tabular ripple faces)
is Tj/2. Viewed simply, the two methods yield respectively the
mean and maximum transport rates: we chose to use the
mean value. Implicit in both methods is the assumption that
ripple shape and size remain uniform.
Tj was not measured in this study, but was inferred from a
relationship to wavelength presented by ALLEN (1970) for
current-formed ripples
Tj

=

stages of saltation leading to an over-estimation of the saltation/suspension threshold.

RESULTS

The Deployment
RALPH was deployed on Sable Island Bank at 1413 local
time (GMT + 3 hours) on .Iune 29, 1982 (day 181). The site
was in 22 m of water on the southern flank of East Bar, Sable
Island in the trough of a shoreface-connected ridge (Figure
1). Bottom samples collected at the deployment site were
composed of well-sorted, quartzose, fine to medium size sand
(D oo = 0.23 mm). Sidescan sonograms at the experiment site
were featureless. The site was characterized by a stronglyaligned semi-diurnal tidal ellipse the semi-major axis of
which trended NNE to SSW. Waves propagated NW in a
quadrant between 270 and 300° (true) due to restrictions in
fetch caused by Sable Island. Thus sand transport took place
under conditions where oscillatory and steady flows were orthogonal (::':: 10°).

The Data
Good quality oceanographic data were recorded from the
time of deployment until approximately 1200, July 14, 1982:
a record length of approximately 15 days. The camera provided photographs until 0700, July 11, 1982 (day 193). Thus
12 days of concurrent seabed and hydrodynamic observations
were obtained, covering a neap-spring-neap cycle (Figure 2).
The near-bed current was dominated by strong semi-diurnal
flows reaching up to 0.35 m/sec (Figure 2B, solid dots). Two
periods of moderate winds (greater than 7 m/sec) and relatively high wave activity (1.0 < H, < 1.5 m) were detected,
separated by periods of low wave activity. Mean wave period
varied between 8 and 10 sec. Near-bed mean amplitude of
oscillatory flows (U md) was greatest on days 182 and 186 (75
< U m d < 150 mm/sec; Figure 2B, open dots). The latter part
of the experiment was relatively wave-free. A total of 139
measures of bedform transport and associated wave conditions and mean currents were made.

0.07411. 119 (in cgs units) for 0.04 m < 11. < 0.60 m. (22)

This approach differs from AMOS et al. (1988b) where a
constant ripple height and wavelength were assumed. Implicit in equation 22 is that ripple steepness is related directly
to wavelength; an assumption applicable within the equilibrium range only (GRANT and MADSEN, 1982). The mean ripple wavelength was 0.23 (::,:: 0.06) m, and the calculated mean
ripple height was, therefore, 0.03 (::':: 0.01) m. Volume was
transformed to dry mass of sediment by assuming a bulk density and sediment density of 1,800 and 2,600 kg/m" respectively (after TERZAGHI and PECK, 1967). VAN DEN BERG
(1987) quotes a wide range of observations which indicate
sediment by-passing of ripples to be up to 40 to 60% of the
total bedload at high current speeds. Thus, only 40% of the
total load may have contributed to ripple migration. As a
starting point, we chose to assume no by-passing. Sediment
saltation and by-passing of ripples is seen (as blurring ofphoto images) at peak flows (LARSEN et al., 1981). This was clear
only at high flows, so it may have been missed at initial

Bed States, Thresholds and Ripple Migration Rates
The bed state changed rapidly with changing oceanic conditions during the course of the measurements. These states,
discussed in AMOS et al. (1988a) corresponded to no motion,
traction (with small scale ripples), saltation/suspension (transitional to upper plane bed), and sheet flow over plane bed.
When steady flows dominated, the greatest current ripple migration rate (d,lt = 9.7 X 10- 2 mm/sec) and bedform transport rate (3.7 X 10 5 < is < 6.0 X 10' kg/m/sec; Figure 2C)
corresponded closely with peaks in tidal flow, but showed significant wave contributions. This is clear on day 186 when
wave enhancement of neap tidal flows resulted in high ripple
migration and bedform transport.
Figure 3 shows interpreted current-formed ripple migration rates plotted in terms of the mean and oscillatory currents. The scatter in the data was typically a factor of two of
the mean. Nevertheless, bed state shows a good segregation
between no motion (plane bed; X), transitional or intermit-
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Figure 2. Time series of the (a) ripple migration rate, (b ) near-bed mean current speed (U lO O) and near-bed current mean deviation (U m d ) , and (c) bedform
transport rate, for the duration of the RALPH deployment on Sable Island Bank. The figure shows strong, semi-diurnal tidal currents superimposed by
two periods of high, near-bed wave motion. Sand transport is periodic and corresponds to peaks in the tidal flow.

tent trans port (poorly-developed ripples; ~) and measurable
bedform migration (well-devel oped ri pples; 0) with little scatter in t he da t a . The threshold for traction by unidirectional
currents is significantly reduced (fr om 0.22 m/sec to <0.1 m/
sec) by the pr esence of an oscillatory flow (U md < 0.04 m/sec)
and is near zero for U m d > 0.04 m/sec. The traction threshold
and t he threshold for ri pple generation appear as two separate curves in Figure 3 (annotated as 10- 4 and 10- 3 mm/sec
respectively). The triangles represent conditions when ripples
are poorly develo ped; that is, ripple destruction is almost
equal to the rate of formation by steady flows (AMOS et al.,
1988a). Under t hese conditions, sediment movement takes
place without ripple generation, du e to bioturbation. As bio-

turbation is seasonal, there is a practical and site-specific
lower limit of applicability of the ripple migration rate as an
index of sediment transport that is time variable. WHEATCROFT (1994, his Figure 9) found a similar situation on the
northern California Shelf suggesting that this effect may be
typical of continental shelves. The extent to which waves augment bedform transport is evident in Figure 3. The contours
of ripple migration rate show trends which vary with Uland
U m d • The peak in the rip ple migration rate is interpreted to
fall on a locus (solid line in Figure 3) defined by the least
squares, best fit relationship:
Um d

+ 3U 13
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0.13 m/sec (r 2 = 0.99).

(23)
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Also, visu al observa tions of saltation and rippl e bypassing
(.) wer e detected for cases only beyond th e locus defined by
equati on 23. This locus is in terpreted to be th e breakoff region described by GRANT and MADSEN (982) for waveformed ripples. Th is is becau se below th e locus (the so-called
equilibrium r an ge), rip ple migrati on rate increases with flow,
and a const ant rippl e steepness may be as sumed; a bove th e
breakoff region, rip ple migr ati on rate may either increase or
decrease and ripples degr ade. The break off regi on, according
to GRANT an d MADSEN (1982), represents a transition betwe en "h igh" and "low" sediment tra ns port rates. Ou r data
shows that it marks th e onset of saltation and interm ittent
sus pension -the saltation!suspens ion th resh old. Thi s is supported by the detailed observations of VINCENT an d DOWNING (1994, their Figure 8) who sh owed that th e suspe nded
sa nd concentration increased markedly at th e breakoff point.
When U mb < 0.04 mlse c, ripple migrati on rate (d/ t ) increases wit h steady current speed, to a maximum of U, =
0.33 mlsec with no evidence of breakoff. The ra te of ripple
migration is app roximated in terms of th e excess curren t
spe ed:
d,

=

4

X

10- 5 exp(0.46(U, - U,b))'

(24)

STERt'lBERG (967), who measu red ripple migration und er
unidirectional tid al flow, derived th e relationshi p:
d, = 0 .45

X

10- 10 to 12.6

X

1O- I O)U5.

(25)

Our results, even at low oscillatory speeds (Umd < 0.030 mI
sec), sh ow a higher ra te of increase in ripple migr ati on th an
observed by Sternberg. Thi s sugges ts that oscillatory flows
influ ence sign ificantly th e migration rate of cur rent-formed
rippl es, even when no evidence of waves is manifest ed in th e
ripple morphology.

At intermediate values of U md (0.05 to 0.10 m/sec), migratio n rates are gre ater and sh ow a more complex relationsh ip
with mean flow. When U md > 0.13 mlsec, current-formed ripple migration rate decreases as me an flow increases. Th e explanation for thi s decr ease is given later and is attributed to
a tra ns it ion from equi librium to transitional bed states.
When U md > 0. 13 mlsec, the peak in ripple migration ra te is
at U I < 0.05 mlsec . Under such wa ve conditions, sal tation!
suspension occurs at virt ually all mean flows with a resul tin g
lack of correlation bet ween flow and ripple migr ati on ra te. It
follows th at bedform migration rates above the br eakoff region a re poor indices of sedim en t transport . Thus , conditions
du rin g whi ch ripple migration ra te was st rongly related to
mean flow pre vailed for 30% of the RALPH depl oyment only.

Steady Current Direction and Ripple Orientation
A,V10S et at. (1988a ) s howed tha t wave-formed and currentformed ripples are orie nted wit h the directions of wave pr opagation and mean flow irresp ecti ve of the superposition of
these flows. Thi s ma y present a pr oblem whe n waves and
curre nts form oblique angles to each oth er beca use we define
observe d bedform tran sport to be in th e directi on of the current-formed ripple propaga tion. Yet , un der su ch conditions ,
according to th e Grant and Madsen met hod, th e net sedim ent
transport dire ction would vary sign ificantly from that of th e
me an flow. Th e diver gence of rip ple or ientati on from the direction of th e mean bed shear st ress direction could lead to
an under-est imation of the preyailing bedl oad tran sport ra te
by up to cos(300) or a bout 15%. Und er such circumstances ,
would th e direction of net sedimen t tran sp ort be oblique to
th e axis of the curr ent-formed ripples? Alternatively, would
th e current-formed rip ples be aligne d with th e net se dime nt
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the net sand transport rate.

transport direction, and thus be oblique to the mean current?
Our results, derived from orthogonal combined flows, showed
a reasonable agreement between the directions of mean tidal
flow and observed ripple migration (r " = 0.61 ). Though maximum differences in direction were approximately 30%, sys tematic deviations could not be attributed to high wave activity. So it seems that current ripples migrate in the direction of mean flow when wave enhancement is normal to this
direction. What takes place when waves are oblique to steady
currents is still uknown.

Net Bedform Transport Rates
Net and total bedform discharges are shown in Figures 4A
and 4B respectively. Transport was to the southiwest) at an
average rate of 5.9 kg/m/day. The cumulative NNE and SSW
bedform transport during the experiment was 42 kg/m and
100 kg/m respectively. The daily residual transport was nearly zero during neap tides (days 181 (30 June)-184 (3 July))
and greatest during spring tides, when peak tidal currents
were greatest (day 188 (7 July); Figure 4A). The two peaks
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in near-bed wave motion (storms 1 and 2) had no obvious
effect on the residual transport but increased significantly
the total transport (Figure 4B). Even during storms, the total
transport was small compared to the 480 kg/m/day measured
by radio-isotope detection near this site during winter
months (HODGINS, DRAPEAU and KING, 1986). It is also significantly less than net rates measured elsewhere by LAvELLE et al. (1978; 27 kg/m/day), HEATHERSHAW (1981; 267
kg/m/day), LEES (1983; 146 kg/m/day) and PATTIARATCHI and
COLLINS (1984; 544 kg/m/day). These studies used tracer detection methods, and so results include the effects of traction,
suspension and general dispersion. Our results are, however,
comparable to ripple migration measurements made by
STERNBERG (1967; 3 X 10 2 mm/sec), KACHEL and STERNBERG (1971; 0.2-2.2 X 10 1 mm/sec) and BOYD et al, (1988;
0-2.7 X 10 2 mm/sec). It appears, therefore, that the sand
transport magnitudes measured in this study are typical of
tidal settings free from wave influences, but are not representative of long-term conditions of an exposed, storm-dominated continental shelf.

THRESHOLDS FOR SAND MOTION: THEORY
VERSUS OBSERVATION
Three thresholds of sand transport (traction, saltation/suspension, and sheet flow) are defined in terms of equivalent
Shields parameters. Under unidirectional flow, the traction
threshold is re-evaluated using YALIN (1977) for sea water at

io-c

where U,,' is the friction velocity (skin friction component).
Equation 26 defines the incipient motion of bed sediment and
the development of a rippled bed (absent of bioturbation).
Yalin's method eliminates the friction velocity term in the
abscissa of the Shields diagram and accounts for variations
in sediment density and temperature effects on sea water
viscosity. This is important on the Scotian Shelf, where water
temperatures may be 15-20°C lower than laboratory waters
upon which much of the threshold data is based.
The Shields parameter for the onset of saltation/suspension
under steady currents (equation 12) is 0.12, and for the
threshold for sheet flow is defined by BAGNOLD (1966):
(27)
where a" approximates to the internal friction angle (tan a
= 0.963. after ALLEN and LEEDER, 1980) and C" is a static
volume concentration (I-porosity) defined by BAGNOLD
(1966) as 0.6 < Co < 0.7. Insofar as this threshold defines an
upper plane bed state, the drag is imparted exclusively
through shear (skin friction; DYER, 1980).
Incipient motion under purely oscillatory flow has been defined by KOMAR and MILLER (1974) in terms of the ratio of
nearbed wave orbital diameter (do to grain diameter (for D oo
< 0.5 mrn):
(28)
Equation 28 is transformed to a Shields parameter

(a w b '

)

by

multiplying throughout by a wave friction factor (fw ' ) as
CPrUm2 = pU,,2. Thus
(29)
This threshold is based on data derived from laboratory
flume experiments on flat beds. The threshold is valid for
turbulent smooth boundary layers only, which roughly corresponds to a maximum bed grain diameter of 0.5 mm. Associated mean wave conditions during this study were: mean
wave height = 1.0 m; mean period = 9 seconds; water depth
= 22 m. The resulting orbital diameter (do) was 0.59 m resulting in (djD50)05 = 51. This ratio is beyond values reported
in KOMAR and MILLER (1975) and may be outside the limits
of applicability of equation 28. Nevertheless, using equation
6 (for Ab~' = 1,261), fw ' = 0.0093 which results in the following pure wave Shields parameter for entrainment:

a

wb '

= 0.001 (djD50)05 = 0.05.

(30)

The solution is equal to that for pure unidirectional flow
(equation 26) and falls well within the scatter of the original
data (KOMAR and MILLER, 1974). If a larger grain roughness
is used (2.5D 50; see NIELSEN, 1992 for a review) then aw b ' =
0.04, which is 20% smaller than the unidirectional equivalent, but is equivalent to the value that fits the observations
in this data set.
The threshold for saltation under waves (awe') was determined using data from NIELSEN (1986). His figure 3 shows a
universal relationship between the reference concentration
(Co) and dimensionless bed stress that is applicable to both
flat and rippled beds, wherein as Co approaches 0 (1.5 X
10 4) kg/m", a,. approaches 0.5 (where a, = 6w / /(1 - TIT[/i..)2.
That is, the sediment concentration within the saltation layer
(as defined after EVERTS, 1973) approaches the limits of detection of sediment motion. Equating this lower limit to the
erosion threshold, we arrive at the following saltation Shields
parameter:
(31)
The threshold for suspension and sheet flow was taken from
KOMAR and MILLER (1975):
(32)
Equation 32 is valid only when D 5D is defined in mm. It is
largely based on warm water (20°C) flume tests in fine to
coarse sand. The Shields parameter used to derive the coefficients in equation 32 is determined using grain diameter
for bed roughness and so is independent of form drag.
The observation of a breakoff region in ripple migration
rate is significant in this study as: (1) it denotes the onset of
saltation/suspension of the bed sediment; and (2) it defines
the limits within which ripple migration rates are reasonable
indices of sediment (bedload) transport. Saltation under orthogonal flows thus occurs when U md + 3U," > 0.13 m/sec.
But does this threshold correspond with published threshold
values? Figure 5 shows the bed states for our experiment
plotted with published thresholds. The bed states recognised
are: (1) plane bed (no motion); (2) rippled bed (bedload); and
(3) rippled with evidence for by-passing (saltation/suspension). The thresholds for traction and sheet flow are shown
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l8 w' + 1.580']orit.6u.p = 0.17.
KOMAR & MILLER (1975) S'wss = 0.413 Dso· O.4

Thi s impli es th at mean bed shear stres ses are more effective
in causing sa lta tion than oscillatory ones. Thi s is unexpected
in light of descript ions on vortex shedding off sy mmet rical
ripples by WIBERG a nd NELSON (1992) and VINCENT and
DOWNING (1994 ). This may be du e to th e ball istic action of
sa lta ting particles in ejecting more particles from the bed
(LEEDER, 1979 ), which according to BAGNOLD (1941 ) takes
time to build up and so would be better developed under unidirectional flows.
GRANT and MADSEN (1992 ) pr oposed that the Shields parameter at the ripple breakoff (8 b,.' ) is a function of th e traction threshold and their dimensionless grain parameter (S*):

NIELSEN (1986) S'ws = 0.5 (1-ltTJ/A.)2
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Figure 5. Th e partitioned wave and current Sh ields param eters for 139
observ ati ons of bed sta te recognised in th e RALPH time-series. Bed states
are defin ed a s plane bed (no moti on; X), rippl ed bed (bedload tr an sport;
0 ) and sa lta ti on/s uspens ion (e ), ba sed on seabed t ime -lap se photography
(Amos et al. 1988a ). The t ra ction and susp ensi on thresh olds for combined
flows are plotted as th e solid and da sh ed curves respect ively. Th e superscript in th e Shi eld s param eter denotes a st ress associated with skin frict ion on ly. The equ ati ons used to define th e t h resholds for the three pha se s
of tr ansport as well as for the onse t of shee t flow are shown in the figur e.
Our data fits these thresholds qu ite well. Note t he absence of results in
the sa lta tion/s us pension to sheet flow t ran siti on .

by the solid curves, and the a lta tion/s us pe nsion threshold by
the dashed curve. The thresholds a re stra ight lines on a linear plot and join the pure wave and pure current solutions.
Not e th at our data indicates that the threshold for bedlo ad
transport is a bout 20% lower than predicted, howev er, the
predicted threshold for sa lta tion/sus pension fits the data
well. The combined flow tracti on thresh old under orthogonal
(or parallel) flows is shown by our data to be represented by
th e empir ica l expression:
l8 w'

+ 80'1r;t bed

=

0

b/

= 1.8S* 0 6 0 0'

S*

=

(D50 /4v)[(p. - p)gD5o ] 0 5 .

(35)
(36)

I S'css = Co tan a

I / :/
I

= 0.64pfWS

S'c

f'w (do/Dso)1/2

NO MOTION
0.001, ,
0.001

\
•

(34)

0.04

(33)

where 8 w' and 8 0' a re the partitioned forms of the wave and
ste ady-current Shields parameters respectively as defined in
AMos et al. (1988a). That is, 8 w' includes the effect of th e
non-linear cou pling of the combined flows, whereas 8 0' does
not . MADSEN a nd GRANT (1976 ) and later field observations
of LARSEN et al. (1981) showed the correspondence between
unidirectional and wav e-induced thresholds provided the
wave-induced bed stress wa s derived followin g the Mad sen
and Grant method. The S* parameter of MADSEN and GRANT
(t he ir Figure 5) wa s herein evaluated at 2.6 a nd the equiva lent Shi eld s parameter wa s 0.05.
In Figure 5 we see tha t th e observed results on comb ined flow, saltation/suspension thresh old for orthogonal (or parallel) flows is approximated by th e express ion:

For a 0 50 of 0.23 mm and S* = 2.6 , 8 b / = 0.16. This value
is close to th e combined flow threshold given in equ ation 34 ,
and suggests that ripple br eakoff begins at or close to th e
sa lta tion threshold as sugges ted earlier. SAMAGA et al. (1986 )
proposed that under unidirectional flow there exists a fixed,
cri tica l ratio of friction velocity (V* ) to settling velocity (Wsl
such that when V ,,/W s > 0.5 saltation/suspension of sand
takes place. Our results indicate that this ratio is low, and
that a better threshold ratio is that of BAGNOLD (1966; V */
We > 0.8).

An Evaluation of SEDTRANS
A comparison is mad e between the observed bedform transport a nd predictions mad e us ing (a ) the combined bed shear
stresses of GRANT and MADSEN (1979 ; Figure 6A), and (b)
using GRANT and MADSEN (1979 ) with few' pr evented from
falling below 0.006 (Figu re 6B). Figure 6A clearly shows an
under-prediction in th e duration and magnitude of sand
transport. The cause of th e under-prediction is the excessively low values of few' generated through the GRANT and MADSEN (1979) method under conditions of strong un idirectional
flow i.e. th e method is applied outside its range of a pplication.
Even under cond iti ons of strong wave motion the method under-predicts between 20-40% (MADSEN and GRANT, 1976 ;
their Figure 9). By minimizing few' to the pure unidirectional
equivalent, determined by SOULSBY (1983 ) to be 0.006 , SEDTRANS yield s a better fit to the observations (Figu re 6B).
Even so, th e fit is poor at ea rly stages in the time-series (days
181-183) as conditions of strongest wave activity (U md > 0.9
mlsec ) and low mean tidal flow (V 1 < 0.25 mlsec) were prevalent. The poor correspondence is largely due to the absence
of migrating ripples due to a weak mean flow; under such
conditions sa nd transport is equated with the bioturbation
rate (AMo s et al ., 1988b ). For th e remainder of the deployment the correspondence is good wit h the exception of a few
isolated peaks in transport. Th ese inconsistenci es may result
from observat ions being made beyond th e bre akoff region.
This leaves the equilibri um range only wh ere ripple migration may be correlated to sediment transport with any degree
of confidence.
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CONCLUSIONS
Bedform transport of fine sand (0.23 mm) was measured
under conditions of combined wave and tidal current motion ,
for purposes of comparison with published methods for computing bed shear stress and associated sediment transport.
A number of conclusions are reached regarding the thresholds for traction and saltation/suspension, on the influences
of waves on tidal flow induced sediment transport, and on
the limits of application of ripple migration as an index of
sand transport. The following are these conclusions:
Net measured bedform transport for the duration of the
experiment was to the southwest (5.9 kg/mlday). Maxima
in transport (30 and 23 kg/mlday) took place during two
storms. This illustrates the importance of storms on sediment movement at this site.
(2) Current ripple migration rate showed a good relationship
to mean flow when wave oscillations near the bed were
low (Umd < 0.04 m/sec).
(3) Ripple migration rate was a complex function of steady
flow magnitude under combined flows. It increased to a
maximum (the breakoff point) and then decreased. This
is due to an increase in sediment by-passing at high flows
due to saltation of sand.
(4) The critical traction threshold of fine sand is significantly
affected by oscillatory flows, even when U md < 0.04 mI

(1)

sec. As waves and steady flows were largely orthogonal
in this study, the observed combined flow traction threshold may be approximated by (0 w' + 0/) = 0.04.
(5) A combined-flow threshold for saltation/suspension is apparent from th e observations. This threshold is well represented by data from BAGNOLD (1966) and NIELSEN
(1986) at the pure current and pure wave limits and takes
the form (0 w: + 1.50,,') = 0.17 for orthogonal flows.
This threshold matches the breakoff point for ripples predicted by GRANT and MADSEN (1982).
(6) Bedform transport, evaluated using the combined bed
shear stress method of GRANT and MADSEN (1979) , is underpredicted in both magnitude and direction. We feel
that this is due in part to the application of the method
beyond its range of applicability (to conditions dominated
by steady flows). A closer agreement between SEDTRANS predictions and observations is obtained by minimizing the combined flow bed shear stress to that produced using f,w' = 0.006 (Soulsby, 1983).
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maximum wave orbital amplitude (L)
wave amplitude mean deviation
root-mean-square wave amplitude
Soulsby's (1983) "unrippled bed" drag coefficient
Bagnold's (1966) static volume concentration
water depth (L)
maximum wave orbital diameter (2A b ) (L)
ripple displacement (L)
mean sediment grain diameter (L)
pure current friction factor
pure wave friction factor
current-enhanced wave friction factor
deep water wave height (LJ
breaker height (L)
significant wave height (L)
Bagnold's (1963) efficiency term
bed roughness height (L)
wave number (T-')
deep water wavelength (L)
sediment transport rate (ML IT 1)
Reynold's number
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IX

mean current 1 m above the seabed (LT1)
mean current at top of wave boundary layer (LT-'),
after Grant and Madsen (1979)
maximum near-bed wave orbital velocity (LT· 1), after
Grant and Madsen (1979)
critical current speed for sediment traction (LT-I)
maximum near-bed wave orbital velocity (LT 1),after
Miller et al. (1977)
mean current mean deviation
critical current speed for sediment suspension (LT-')
friction velocity (LT 1)
wave period (T)
grain settling velocity (LT 1)
internal friction angle
ripple height (L)
wave Shields parameter
current wave Shields parameter
critical Shields parameter for sediment traction
ripple wavelength (L)
absolute viscosity of seawater (ML IT I)
kinematic viscosity of seawater (UT-1)
density of sediment (ML :J)
density of seawater (ML-:J)
dry bulk density of sediment (ML -:J)
coefficient of sediment sorting
wave-induced bed shear stress (ML 1T 2)
mean bed shear stress (ML-IT-2)
critical bed shear stress for traction (ML -1T 2)
critical bed shear stress for suspension (ML 'T 2)
angle between waves and currents inside wave
boundary layer
wave number (T 1)
denotes the skin friction component (no form drag)
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